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Abstract
CMOS technology scaling has enabled increasing transistor density on chip. At the
same time, multi-core processors that provide increased performance, vis-a'-vis power effi-
ciency, have become prevalent in a power constrained environment. The shared memory
model is a predominant paradigm in such systems, easing programmability and increas-
ing portability. However with memory being shared by an increasing number of cores,
a scalable coherence mechanism is imperative for these systems. Snoopy coherence has
been a favored coherence scheme owing to its high performance and simplicity. However
there are few viable proposals to extend snoopy coherence to unordered interconnects -
specifically, modular packet-switched interconnects that have emerged as a scalable solu-
tion to the communication challenges in the CMP era.
This thesis proposes a distributed in-network global ordering scheme that enables
snoopy coherence on unordered interconnects. The proposed scheme is realized on a
two-dimensional mesh interconnection network, referred to as OMNI (Ordered Mesh
Network Interconnect). OMNI is an enabling solution for the SCORPIO processor pro-
totype developed at MIT - a 36-core chip multi-processor supporting snoopy coherence,
and fabricated in a commercial 45nm technology.
OMNI is shown to be effective, reducing runtime by 36% in comparison to directory
and Hammer coherence protocol implementations. The OMNI network achieves an op-
erating frequency of 833 MHz post-layout, occupies 10% of the chip area, and consumes
less than 100mW of power.
Thesis Supervisor: Li-Shiuan Peh
Title: Associate Professor
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Introduction
Moore's Law has been a fundamental driver of computing, enabling increasing transis-
tor density on-chip over the years. For the past three decades, through device, circuit,
microarchitecture, architecture and compiler advances, Moore's Law coupled with Den-
nard's scaling [19], has resulted in commensurate exponential performance increases. In
recent years, the failure of Dennard scaling, and the diminishing returns of increasing
the complexity of a uniprocessor, has prompted a shift towards multi-core processors or
chip multi-processors (CMPs). Figure 1-1 shows the progression from uniprocessors to
multiprocessor designs over the years. This trend is expected to continue, with future
processors employing tens or hundreds of cores.
1.1 On-Chip Interconnection Networks
As the number of on-chip processors increases, an efficient communication substrate is
necessary to connect them.This assumes increasing importance with technology scaling
for the following reasons. First, on-chip global wire delay scales upwards relative to gate
delays with every technology node [27]. Thus, it takes multiple cycles for signals to
travel from one edge of the chip to another, which calls for scalable and modular de-
signs. Secondly, the increasing number of on-chip processing elements imposes the need
for a high-bandwidth communication fabric. Traditional interconnects such as buses and
15
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Figure 1-1: Shift to multicore
point-to-point networks are intractable for future designs - they are not modular, do not
support high-bandwidth communication and make inefficient use of on-chip wires [17].
As a result, packet-switched networks-on-chip (NoC), are rapidly becoming a key en-
abling technology for CMPs. Such networks are composed of a topology of routers con-
nected via point-to-point links. The routers multiplex multiple communication flows
over the shared wires providing a high-bandwidth interconnect while making efficient
use of the wiring resources.
On-chip interconnection networks present unique trade-offs and design constraints
as compared to off-chip networks. NoCs must deliver scalable bandwidth to a large
number of cores at low latency. At the same time, it is difficult to over-provision the
network for performance by building large network buffers and/or using complex rout-
ing and arbitration schemes. Chip area, power consumption and design complexity are
first-order design constraints in on-chip interconnection networks. In contrast to off-chip
networks, where network links and transmitter-receiver circuitry are the primary latency
1.2. Shared Memory in Many-Core Architectures
and power overheads, routers account for majority of the power consumption and la-
tency overhead in on-chip interconnection networks. Therefore, a significant amount of
research has focused on building low-latency and power-efficient routers.
MIT's RAW [49], UT Austin's TRIP [45], Intel's TeraFLOPs [28], Tilera's TILE64 [50],
Intel Larrabee [46] and IBM Cell [15] are examples of systems that have adopted packet-
switched networks.
1.2 Shared Memory in Many-Core Architectures
CMPs seek to exploit scalable thread-level parallelism (TLP) provided by applications,
by using several processor cores on the same chip. The shared memory model is a pre-
dominant paradigm in such systems, easing programmability and increasing portability
of applications. In a shared memory system, the processors share a single logical view of
the memory, and communication between processors is abstracted as reads and writes to
memory locations in the common address space. Practical realizations of shared mem-
ory multiprocessors employ a hierarchy of memories - referred to as caches - to achieve
low latency access to memory, and accordingly higher application performance. These
hierarchies complicate the logical view of memory since multiple copies of data could be
present in different caches. A key challenge in shared memory multiprocessors is pro-
viding a "consistent" view of memory to all the processors in the presence of various
memory hierarchies. Cache coherence protocols are mechanisms that address this issue,
by providing a set of rules that define how and when a processor can access a memory
location. The design and implementation of the cache coherence protocol is critical, to
not only the correctness of the system but also its performance. With the continuing
trend of increasing number of cores, a scalable coherence mechanism is imperative for
shared memory systems.
The traditional approaches to cache coherence are broadcast-based snoopy proto-
cols [26, 14, 22, 24, 29] and directory-based protocols [26, 6, 34, 36]. Snoopy proto-
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cols that broadcast each coherence transaction to all cores, are attractive since they allow
for efficient cache-to-cache transfers that are common in commercial workloads [10, 38].
They also do not require a directory structure which becomes expensive as the num-
ber of cores increases. However, the main limitation of these protocols is their reliance
on ordered interconnects, and the bandwidth overhead of broadcasts. Directory-based
protocols on the other hand rely on distributed ordering points and explicit message
acknowledgements to achieve ordering. In addition they impose lower bandwidth re-
quirement on the interconnect fabric. However, they incur a latency penalty because of
directory indirection, along with the storage overhead of the directory structure on-chip.
1.3 Thesis Context and Contributions
In the many-core era, there is tension within the two classes of coherence protocols be-
tween scalability and performance. At the same time, future interconnects are likely to be
modular packet-switched networks. It is desirable to have a high performance coherence
mechanism, that also maps well to the underlying communication substrate.
Snoopy coherence has been a favored coherence scheme in the commercial market, for
its high performance and simplicity. Hence over the years, there has been considerable
effort to retain and scale snoopy protocols by adapting them to different interconnect
fabrics, such as split transaction buses [22], hierarchical buses [29] and address broad-
cast tress [14]. However there are few viable proposals to extend snoopy protocols for
unordered interconnects.
While packet switched NoCs have emerged as a promising solution to the commu-
nication challenge in many-core CMPs, there have been few implementations of on-chip
networks. Further, many of these implementations either are stand-alone NoC imple-
mentations, or utilize simple NoCs as a proof-of-concept within the purview of a larger
system. This is in contrast to the feature rich NoC proposals in academic literature. An
associated issue is the effort in transitioning from bus-based systems to NoC-based sys-
M 18
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tems - specifically the adaption required in current designs and component interfaces.
The SCORPIO (Snoopy COherent Research Processor with Interconnect Ordering)
project at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) seeks to realize and fabricate a
cache-coherent multicore chip with a novel NoC that supports in-network snoopy coher-
ence. SCORPIO is a 36-core snoopy-cache coherent processor prototype implemented in
a commercial 45-nm technology. The 36-cores are connected by a 6x6 mesh network-on-
chip. The NoC provides an in-network ordering scheme that enables snoopy coherence.
The NoC also presents industry standard AMBA interfaces [37] to the L2 cache con-
trollers and memory controllers, allowing for easy integration with existing IPs, and a
smoother transition from traditional interconnects.
This thesis details the design and implementation of the mesh on-chip interconnection
network for the SCORPIO chip - referred to as OMNI (Ordered Mesh Network Interconnect).
9 Network enabled snoopy coherence: We propose a novel scheme for enabling
snoopy coherence on unordered interconnects, through a distributed in-network
ordering mechanism.
* Scalable realization of snoopy coherence: We realize the above mechanism in a
6x6 mesh NoC, and present the design choices and microarchitectural details of the
same. This prototype presents the first ever realization of snoopy coherence on a
mesh network-on-chip.
* Architectural ideas for reducing broadcast overhead: We explore the efficacy
and feasibility of filtering mechanisms in reducing broadcast overhead in snoopy
coherent systems, and present microarchitectural details on how to adapt the same
for OMNI.
SCORPIO is a large chip design and implementation project involving several stu-
dents collaborating closely. Here, we list and acknowledge the key responsibilities and
19 M
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contributions of each student: Core integration (Bhavya Daya and Owen Chen), Cache
coherence protocol design (Bhavya and Woo Cheol Kwon), L2 cache controller imple-
mentation (Bhavya), Memory interface controller implementation (Owen), High-level
idea of notification network (Woo Cheol), Network architecture (Woo Cheol, Bhavya,
Owen, Tushar Krishna, Suvinay Subramanian), Network implementation (Suvinay), DDR2
and PHY integration (Sunghyun Park and Owen), Backend of entire chip (Owen), FPGA
interfaces, on-chip testers and scan chains (Tushar), RTL functional simulations (Bhavya,
Owen, Suvinay), Full-system GEMS simulations (Woo Cheol).
The rest of thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents background material
on interconnection networks and cache coherence. It also contains a short summary
of previous proposals for extending snoopy coherence to unordered interconnects, and
prior NoC prototypes and systems. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the SCORPIO
system, and presents the context of OMNI, including the requirements and characteris-
tics of the on-chip interconnect. Chapter 4 describes the in-network ordering scheme and
the design and implementation of OMNI. Chapter 5 explains how filtering mechanisms
may be extended to OMNI. Chapter 6 presents evaluation results of OMNI. And finally,
chapter 7 concludes the thesis and describes future directions of research on this topic.
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Background
This chapter presents background material on interconnection networks and cache co-
herence protocols. While the scope of the related work and background is large, we
focus on aspects that are fundamental and related to the research presented in this thesis.
Section 2.1 provides an overview of on-chip interconnection networks and section 2.2
provides an overview of memory consistency and coherence. Section 2.3.1 presents a
review of prior attempts at mapping snoopy coherence on unordered interconnects, and
discusses their shortcomings and impediments to a realizable implementation. Finally
section 2.3.2 presents an overview of real systems with NoC implementations, as well as
stand-alone NoC implementations.
2.1 Interconnection Networks
An interconnection network, in broad terms, is a programmable system that transports
data between different terminals. Interconnection networks occur at many scales - from
on-chip networks that connect memory arrays, registers and ALUs in a processor, to
system-area-networks that connect multiple processor-boards or workstations, to wide-
area networks that connect multiple networks on a global scale. The focus of this work
is on on-chip interconnection networks - specifically networks that serve as the commu-
nication backbone for chip-multiprocessors (CMPs).
21
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Packet-switched networks-on-chip (NoC) are the predominant choice of interconnection
networks for CMPs as they provide scalable bandwidth at relatively low latency. In gen-
eral, a NoC comprises a collection of routers and links that connect various processor
nodes. Routers are the components that orchestrate the communication by multiplex-
ing the traffic flowing in from different input links onto the output links. A message
transmission in a NoC occurs by breaking or packetizing the message into packets before
injection into the network. A packet comprises one or more flow-control-units or flits
which are the smallest units of the message on which flow-control is performed. A flit,
in turn, is composed of one or more physical-digits or phits which is the number of bits
that can be transmitted over a physical link in a single cycle. A message is de-packetized
or re-assembled after all packets of the message have been ejected from the network. The
primary features that characterize a NoC are its topology, the routing algorithm used,
flow control mechanism and the router microarchitecture.
2.1.1 Topology
Network topology is the physical layout and connection of the nodes and links in the
network. The topology has a significant impact on the performance and cost of the
network. It determines the number of router hops a network message takes to reach its
destination, as well as the wire length of each hop, thus influencing the latency of the
network significantly. The number of router hops is typically captured by the average
hop count metric. The topology also affects the path diversity available in the network,
which refers to the number of unique paths that exist between a source and destination.
A higher path diversity leads to greater robustness from failures, while also providing
greater opportunities to balance traffic across multiple paths. The bisection bandwidth is
an important metric determined by the topology - it captures the maximum traffic that
the network can support. Figure 2-1 illustrates a few popular interconnection network
topologies. The ring interconnect is simple to implement, requiring few wires and low-
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radix routers. The torus is more complex to implement, but has a smaller average hop
count and provides greater path diversity. The flattened butterfly requires high radix
routers and long wires, but has a small average hop count and provides higher bandwidth
as well.
Mesh Folded Torus CMesh
* Cache/Dir ||Router
Ring
Flattened Butterfly Pt2Pt
Figure 2-1: Network Topologies
2.1.2 Routing
For a given network topology, the routing algorithm determines the path a message fol-
lows through the network from the source to the destination. A good routing algo-
rithm tries to balance network traffic evenly through the network, while minimizing
contention and thereby achieving good latency. Routing algorithms may be classified
230
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into three categories, viz. deterministic, oblivious and adaptive. In deterministic rout-
ing schemes, a packet always follows the same path for a given source-destination pair.
They are easy to implement, and incur low hardware delay and power. In both obliv-
ious and adaptive routing schemes, packets may traverse different paths for the same
source-destination pair, the difference being that in an oblivious scheme the path is se-
lected without regard to network state, whereas in adaptive routing schemes, the path is
selected on the basis of network congestion. Another basis for classification of routing
algorithms is whether they are minimal or non-minimal. Minimal routing algorithms
select paths that require the fewest hops from the source to the destination, while non-
minimal routing algorithms allow misroutes where packets can move away from their
destination temporarily.
An on-chip routing algorithm is selected with consideration to its effect on delay, en-
ergy, throughput, reliability and complexity. In addition, the routing algorithm may also
generally used to guarantee deadlock freedom. A deadlock in a network occurs when a
cycle exists among the paths of multiple messages, preventing forward progress. Dead-
lock freedom can be guaranteed in the routing algorithm by preventing cycles among
the routes generated for packets'. Due to the tight design constraints, on-chip networks
typically use deterministic, minimal routing schemes. Dimension-ordered routing is a
popular routing algorithm in this category, that also guarantees deadlock freedom. In
this routing scheme messages are first routed along the X (Y) dimension and then along
the Y (X) dimension. Figure 2-2 illustrates the allowed turns in DOR X-Y routing.
Figure 2-2: Dimension Ordered XY Routing
1 alternatively flow control mechanisms may be used to guarantee deadlock freedom
0 24
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2.1.3 Flow Control
Flow control determines how network resources such as buffers and channels are allo-
cated to packets. A good flow control mechanism allocates these resources in an efficient
manner so the network achieves high throughput and good latency. Flow control mech-
anisms are classified by the granularity at which resource allocation occurs.
Circuit-switching pre-allocates links across multiple hops for the entire message. Prior
to sending the message, a probe is sent out which reserves all the links from the source
to the destination. Circuit-switching has the advantage of low latency and being buffer-
less. However it leads to poor bandwidth utilization. Packet based flow control breaks
down messages into packets and interleaves them on links, thereby improving utilization.
Store-and-forward and virtual-cut-through are packet based flow control schemes.
Wormhole and virtual channel flow control are examples of flit-level flow control
schemes. Packets are broken down into flits, and buffers and channel bandwidth are al-
located at the flit granularity. In wormhole flow control, flits are allowed to move to the
next router before the entire packet is received at the current router. This results in effi-
cient buffer utilization. However, it is susceptible to head-of-the-line blocking, wherein
a flit at the head of a buffer queue is unable to secure its desired channel, and thereby
prevents flits behind it from making progress. Virtual-channel (VC) flow control also al-
locates resources at the flit granularity and has the benefits of wormhole flow control. It
also addresses the poor bandwidth utilization problem in wormhole flow control by us-
ing virtual channels. A virtual channel is essentially a separate buffer queue in the router,
and multiple VCs share the same physical links. Since there are multiple VCs for every
physical channel, even if one channel is blocked, other packets can use the idle link. This
prevents head of the line blocking. VCs can also be used to guarantee deadlock freedom
in the network. In cache-coherent systems, VCs are often utilized to break protocol-level
deadlocks.
250M
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2.1.4 Router Microarchitecture
Routers must be designed to meet the latency and throughput requirements within tight
area and power budgets. The router microarchitecture impacts the per-hop latency and
thus the total network latency. The microarchitecture also affects the frequency of the
system and area footprint. The microarchitecture of a simple router for a two-dimensional
mesh network is shown in figure 2-3. The router has five input and output ports, corre-
sponding to its four neighboring directions north (N), south (S), east (E), west (W), and
local port (L), and implements virtual-channel (VC) flow control. The major compo-
nents in the router are the input buffers, route computation logic, virtual channel allo-
cator, switch allocator and crossbar switch. A typical router is pipelined, which allows
the router to be operated at a higher frequency. In the first stage, the incoming flit is
written into the input buffers (BW). In the next stage, the routing logic performs route
compute (RC) to determine the output ports for the flit. The flit then arbitrates for a
virtual channel (VC) corresponding to its output port. Upon successful arbitration for
a VC, it proceeds to the switch allocation (SA) stage where it arbitrates for access to the
crossbar. On winning the required output port, the flit traverses the crossbar (ST), and
finally the link to the next node (LT).
2.2 Memory Consistency and Cache Coherence
With the emergence of many-core CMPs, the focus has shifted from single threaded pro-
grams to parallel programs. The shared memory abstraction provides several advantages,
by presenting a more natural transition from uniprocessors, and by simplifying difficult
programming tasks such as data partitioning and load distribution. The use of multi-level
caches can substantially reduce the memory bandwidth demand, and offer fast access to
data. However, this introduces the problem of presenting a "correct" view of memory to
all the processors, in the presence of multiple copies of data in different processor caches.
Shared memory correctness is generally divided into two sub-issues, viz. consistency
0 26
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Buffer Route VC Switch Switch Link
Write Computation Allocation Allocation Traversal Traversal
Figure 2-3: Microarchitecture and pipeline of router
and coherence. Broadly, coherence is concerned with reads and writes to a single mem-
ory location. It determines what value can be returned by a read. Consistency on the
other hand is concerned with ordering of reads and writes to multiple memory locations.
While coherence is not a necessity for correct shared memory implementations, in most
real systems, coherence is used as an enabling mechanism for providing the appropriate
memory consistency. We provide an overview of these two issues within the context of
the subject matter of this thesis.
2.2.1 Memory Consistency Overview
Single threaded serial programs present a simple and intuitive model to the programmer.
All instructions appear to execute in a serial order 2, and a thread transforms a given input
state into a single well-defined output state. The consistency model for a single threaded
2in an out-of-order core the hardware might execute instructions in a different order
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program on a uniprocessor, therefore, maintains the invariant, that a load returns the
value of the last store to the corresponding memory location.
Shared memory consistency models are concerned with the loads and stores of mul-
tiple threads running on multiple processors. Unlike uniprocessors, where a load is ex-
pected to return the value from the last store, in multiprocessors the most recent store
may have occurred on a different processor core. With the prevalence of out-of-order
cores, and multiple performance optimizations such as write buffers, prefetching etc.,
reads and writes by different processors may be ordered in a multitude of ways. To
write correct and efficient shared memory programs, programmers need a precise no-
tion of how memory behaves with respect to reads and writes from multiple processors.
Memory consistency models define this behavior, by specifying how a processor core
can observe memory references made from other processors in the system. Unlike the
uniprocessor single threaded consistency model which specifies a single correct execu-
tion, shared memory consistency models often allow multiple correct executions, while
disallowing many more incorrect executions.
While there are many memory consistency models for multiprocessor systems, ar-
guably the most intuitive model is sequential consistency. Lamport [35] was the first to
formalize the notion of sequential consistency. A single processor core is said to be se-
quential if the result of an execution is the same as if the operations had been executed
in the order specified by the program. A multiprocessor system is said to be sequen-
tially consistent if the result of any execution is the same as if the operations of all the
processors were executed in some sequential order, and the operations of each individual
processor appear in the order specified by the program. This total order of memory op-
erations is referred to as memory order. Figure 2-4 depicts a code segment involving two
processors P1 and P2. The critical section could be a portion of code that attempts to
access a shared resource that must not be accessed concurrently by more than one thread.
When P1 attempts to enter the critical section, it sets the f lag1 to 1, and checks the value
of flag2. If f lag2 is 0, then it implies P2 has not tried to enter the critical section, and
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P1 : flagl = 0; P2 : flag2 = 0;
flag1 = 1; flag2 = 1;
Li : if (flag2 == 0) Li : if (flag1 == 0)
critical section critical section
Figure 2-4: Example for sequential consistency
therefore it is safe for P1 to enter. The assumption here is that if flag2 is read to be
0, then it means P2 has not written flag2 yet, and consequently not read flagi either.
However, since processor cores apply several optimizations for improving performance,
such as out-of-order execution, this ordering may not hold true. Sequential consistency
ensures this ordering by requiring that the program order among operations by P1 and
P2 be maintained. Sequential consistency conforms to the typical thought process when
programming sequential code, and thus presents a very intuitive model to programmers
to reason about their programs.
2.2.2 Cache Coherence Protocols
In multiprocessor systems, the view of memory held by different processors is through
their individual caches, which, without any additional precautions could end up seeing
two different values. Figure 2-5 illustrates the coherence problem. We assume write-
through caches in the example. If processor B attempts to read value X after time 3, it
will receive 1 which is incorrect.
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Time Even Cache Cache Memory
Contts Contents conents for
I CPU A CPU B loc. X
3 CPU A writes 0 to X 0 1 0
Figure 2-5: Cache coherence problem for a single memory location X
Informally, a memory system is said to be coherent if any read, returns the most
recently read value of the data item. Formally, coherence is enforced by maintaining the
following invariants in the system:
1. Single-Writer, Multiple-Read Invariant For any memory location A, at any given
(logical) time, there exists only a single core that may write to A (and can also read
it), or some number of cores that may only read A.
2. Data-Value Invariant The value of the memory location at the start of an epoch is
the same as the value of the memory location at the end of its last read-write epoch.
The typical mechanism for enforcing these variants is as follows. Cache coherence
protocols attach permissions to each block stored in a processor's cache. On every load
or store, the access is sent to the local cache and an appropriate action is taken after
looking at the permission for that block. These permissions are referred to as the state of
the cache line. The commonly used stable states3 in a cache are described below.
" Invalid (I): The block in the cache is not valid. The cache either does not contain
the block, or it is a potentially stale copy that it cannot read or write.
* Shared (S): The block in the cache is valid, but the cache may only read this block.
3the states are often named in accordance to the characteristics that they capture, about the particular
cache block
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This state typically implies that other processor caches in the system may be shar-
ing this block with read permission.
* Modified (M): The processor cache holds the block, and has read and write access to
the block. This also implies that this cache holds the only valid copy of the block
in the system, and must therefore respond to requests for this block.
In addition to the above states, two additional states may be added to improve perfor-
mance - the Exclusive (F) state assigned to a block on a read request if there are no copies
cached at other caches, allows for implicit write access, thereby saving time, and the
Owned (0) state assigned to a block indicates that this cache will source a remote coher-
ence request, which prevents slow DRAM access. Most cache coherence protocols allow
cache blocks to transition to a different state through a set of transactions. Table 2.1 lists
a set of common transactions and the associated goals of the requester.
Table 2.1: Common Coherence Transactions
Transaction Goal of requester
GetShared (GetS) Obtain block in Shared (read-only) state
GetModified (GetM) Obtain block in Modified (read-write) state
Upgrade (Upg) Upgrade block from read-only to read-write
PutShared (PutS) Evict block in Shared state
PutExclusive (PutE) Evict block in Exclusive state
PutOwned (PutO) Evict block in Owned state
PutModified (PutM) Evict block in Modified state
Throughout literature, there are two major approaches to cache coherence protocols,
viz. broadcast based snoopy protocols and directory-based protocols.
1. Broadcast-based snoopy protocols These protocols rely on a simple idea: all co-
herence controllers observe (snoop) all coherence requests in the same order, and
collectively take the correct action to maintain coherence. By requiring that all
requests to a block arrive in order, a snooping system enables the distributed coher-
ence controllers to correctly update the finite state machines that collectively rep-
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resent a cache block's state. Snoopy protocols rely on ordered interconnects, like
bus or tree networks, to ensure total ordering of transactions. A total ordering of
transactions subsumes the per-block orders thus maintaining coherence. Addition-
ally, the total ordering makes it easier to implement memory consistency models
that require a total ordering of memory transaction, such as sequential consistency.
2. Directory-based protocols The key principle in directory-based protocols is to es-
tablish a directory that maintains a global view of the coherence state of each block.
The directory tracks which caches hold each block and in what states. A cache
controller that wants to issue a transaction sends the same to the directory, and the
directory looks up the state of the block and determines the appropriate action.
A sharer list for each block enables the directory to avoid broadcasting messages
to all nodes, instead sending targeted messages to the relevant nodes. Like snoopy
protocols, directory protocols also need to define when and how coherence trans-
actions are ordered with respect to other transactions. In most directory protocols,
the transactions are ordered at the directory. However, additional mechanisms are
required to enforce sequential consistency.
Directory protocols have the advantage of requiring low communication bandwidth and
are thus scalable to large number of cores. However the scalability comes at the cost
of higher latencies caused by directory indirection. Further, as the number of cores in-
creases, maintaining a directory incurs significant area and power overhead. In addition,
directory protocols are harder to implement and require significant verification effort to
enforce memory consistency guarantees.
Snoopy protocols have traditionally dominated the multiprocessor market. They
enable efficient direct cache-to-cache transfers that are common in commercial work-
loads [10, 38], have low overheads in comparison to directory-based protocols and are
simple to design. In addition, the total ordering of requests in snoopy coherence, enables
easy implementation of desirable consistency guarantees, such as sequential consistency.
However, there are two primary impediments in scaling snoopy coherence to many-core
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CMPs, viz. broadcast overhead and reliance on ordered interconnects.
As we scale to many-core CMPs, a scalable coherence mechanism that maps well to
the underlying communication substrate is imperative. Both snoopy and directory pro-
tocols have advantages that one would like to see in an ideal many-core CMP cache coher-
ence protocol. However, there are limitations in each that prohibit their direct adoption
on CMPs. In this thesis, we attempt to enable scalable snoopy coherence for many-core
CMPs by overcoming its shortcomings through in-network techniques. The philosophy
of off-loading coordination and distributed decisions to the network is not new. It has
been argued in few prior works [20, 21, 9] that leveraging the network effectively may
lead to better system design. In section 2.3.1, we review previously proposed techniques
that extend snoopy coherence to unordered interconnects, and discuss their shortcom-
ings and impediments to efficient implementation.
2.3 Related Work
2.3.1 Snoopy coherence on unordered interconnects
Uncorq [48] is an embedded ring coherence protocol in which snoop requests are broad-
cast to all nodes, using any network path. However along with the snoop request broad-
cast, a response message is initiated by the requester. This response message traverses a
logical ring, collecting responses from all the nodes and enforcing correct serialization of
requests. However, this method requires embedding of a logical ring onto the network.
In addition, there is a waiting time for the response to traverse the logical ring. Further,
Uncorq only handles serialization of requests to the same cache line - which is sufficient
to enforce snoopy coherence, but does not enforce sequential consistency.
Multicast snooping [12] uses totally ordered fat-tree networks to create a global or-
dering for requests. Delta coherence protocols [51] also implement global ordering by
using isotach networks. However, these proposals are restricted to particular network
topologies.
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Time-stamp snooping (TS) [38] is a technique that assigns logical time-stamps to re-
quests and re-orders packets at the end points. It defines an ordering time (OT) for every
request injected into the network. Further each node maintains a guaranteed time (GT),
which is defined as the logical time that is guaranteed to be less than the OTs of any re-
quests that may be received later by a node. Once a network node has received all packets
with a particular OT, it increments its GT by 1. Nodes exchange tokens to communicate
when it is safe to update their GT. Since multiple packets may have the same OT, each des-
tination employs the same ordering rule to order such packets. While TS allows snoopy
coherence to be implemented on unordered interconnects, it has a few drawbacks. Each
node needs to wait for all packets with a particular OT to arrive before it can process
them and update its GT. This can increase the latency of packets. In addition, it also
requires large number of buffers at the end-points which is not practical. TS also requires
updating of slack values of messages buffered in the router, resulting in additional ports
in the router buffers.
In-Network Snoop Ordering (INSO) [9] maps snoopy coherence onto any unordered
interconnect, by ordering requests in a distributed manner within the network. All re-
quests are tagged with distinct snoop orders which are assigned based on the originat-
ing node of the request. Nodes process messages in increasing sequence of snoop orders.
However, INSO requires unused snoop orders to be expired periodically, through explicit
messages. If the expiration period is not sufficiently small, then it can lead to degradation
of performance. On the other hand, small expiration periods also leads to increased
number of expiry messages, especially from nodes that do not have any active requests.
This consumes power and network bandwidth, which is not desirable for practical real-
izations. While the INSO proposal suggests using a separate network for these expiry
messages, it can lead to subtle issues where expiry messages overtake network messages,
which could void the global ordering guarantee.
Intel's QPI [1] and AMD's Hammer [16] protocol are industrial protocols that ex-
tend snoopy coherence for many-core processors. AMD Hammer is similar to snoopy
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coherence protocols in that it does not store any state on blocks stored in private caches.
It relies on broadcasting to all tiles to solve snoop requests. To allow for implementation
on unordered interconnects, the Hammer protocol introduces a home tile that serves as
an ordering point for all requests. On a cache miss, a tile sends its request to the home tile
which then broadcasts the same to all nodes. Tiles respond to requests by sending either
an acknowledgement or the data to the requester. A requester needs to wait for responses
from all tiles, after which it sends an unblock message to the home tile, thereby pre-
venting race conditions. While this protocol allows for snoopy coherence on unordered
interconnects, the ordering point indirection latency can become prohibitively large as
the core count increases. Intel's QPI implements a point-to-point interconnect that sup-
ports a variant of snoopy coherence, called source snooping. QPI also introduces a home
node for ordering coherence requests. However, they add a new state Forward to their
coherence protocol to allow for fast transfer of shared data. QPI is well suited for a small
number of nodes, and scales well for hierarchical interconnects [23].
2.3.2 NoC Prototypes and Systems
MIT's RAW [49] is a tiled multicore architecture that uses a 4x4 mesh interconnection
network to transmit scalar operands. However, this network is also used to carry mem-
ory traffic between the pins and the processor for cache refills. The TRIPS [25] processor
uses an on-chip operand network to transmit operands among the ALU units within a
single processor core. It also uses a 4x10 wormhole routed mesh network to connect the
processor cores with the L2 cache banks and I/O controllers.
IBM's Cell [15] is a commercial processor that uses ring interconnects to connect its
processing elements, external I/O and DRAM. It uses four ring networks and uses sep-
arate communication paths for commands and data. The interconnect supports snoopy
coherence, and uses a central address concentrator that receives and orders all broadcast
requests [30].
Tilera's TILE64 [50] is a multiprocessor consisting of 64 tiles connected together by
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five 2D mesh networks. The five mesh network support distinct functions and are used
to route different types of traffic. Four of the five networks are dynamically routed and
implement wormhole routing, while the static network is software scheduled.
Intel's Teraflops [28] research chip demonstrated the possibility of building a high
speed mesh interconnection network in silicon. The prototype implements 80 simple
RISC-like processors, each containing two floating point engines. The mesh interconnect
operates at 5 GHz frequency, achieving performance in excess of a teraflop.
Intel's Single Chip Cloud computer (SCC) [2] connects 24 tiles each containing 2
Pentium processors through a 4x6 mesh interconnect. The interconnect uses XY routing
and carries memory, I/O and message passing traffic. The NoC is clocked at 2 GHz and
consumes 6W of power. The hardware is not cache-coherent, and instead supports the
message passing programming model.
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we provided an overview of interconnection networks. We introduced
some basic terminology, and discussed common techniques used in the design of on-chip
interconnection networks. We also reviewed a few important concepts pertaining to
cache coherence and memory consistency. We discussed the benefits and drawbacks of
the two broad classes of coherence protocols viz. snoopy and broadcast protocols, and
pointed towards the need for scalable coherence mechanisms in future CMP designs. We
then considered a few recent approaches at tackling the scalable coherence problem and
present some of the issues in their adoption. And finally, we provided an overview of
NoC prototypes and systems that employ scalable on-chip interconnection networks.
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The shift to multicore has brought a whole host of new challenges. In the CMP era, com-
munication has become a first order design constraint. Two key issues that future CMP
designs have to contend with are, the need for a scalable coherence mechanism, and an
efficient communication fabric. Snoopy coherence is valued for being high performance
and simple to design, while packet-switched NoCs are rapidly becoming an enabling tech-
nology for CMP designs. Current cores, caches and memory controllers designed for
snoopy coherence target traditional interconnects, such as buses and crossbars, that will
not scale. There have been few viable proposals to extend snoopy coherence to packet
switched interconnects. Even among such proposals, it is unclear what would be the
effort of transitioning current systems to NoC based systems.
SCORPIO (Snoopy COherent Research Processor with Interconnect Ordering) is a
36-core snoopy-cache coherent processor prototype implemented in commercial 45-nm
technology. The 36-cores are connected in a 6x6 mesh NoC with a novel mechanism for
supporting snoopy coherence. The NoC supports standard Advanced Microcontroller
Bus Architecture interfaces, allowing easy interchange and replacement of traditional in-
terconnects with a faster, scalable interconnect without significant redesign on other sys-
tem components. This chapter provides an overview of the SCORPIO system. We focus
on key components in the system, and specifically their interactions with the on-chip in-
terconnect. The scope and details of the entire system is much larger; we restrict ourselves
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to factors that impact the network design, attempting to provide a context for the vari-
ous design decisions, various requirements, and various enabling features of the on-chip
interconnection network of SCORPIO.
3.1 Key Components
The SCORPIO chip contains 36 tiles connected through a 6x6 mesh network. Each tile
includes a Freescale e200z760 processor, split Li I/D caches, a private L2 cache support-
ing snoopy coherence protocol, a network interface and router that support in-network
global ordering. The chip includes two dual-ported memory controllers, each of which
connects to a Cadence DDR PHY module and off-chip DIMM modules. The 6x6 mesh
NoC used to connect the 36 tiles implements a novel scheme for providing a global or-
dering of messages, and enabling snoopy coherence. Standard Advanced Microcontroller
Bus Architecture (AMBA) interfaces are employed between the network, L2 cache, pro-
cessor core and memory controllers, decomposing the architecture into independent
modules and allowing for easy integration of components.
Cores: The processor core has a split instruction and data 16KB Li cache with indepen-
dent AMBA AHB ports. The AHB protocol supports a single read or write transaction
at a time. Transactions between pending requests from the same AHB port are not per-
mitted, restricting the number of outstanding misses per core to two (one data cache miss
and one instruction cache miss).
L2 Cache and Snoopy Coherence: Each tile contains a 128 KB private L2 cache that is
maintained coherent through a modified MOSI snoopy coherence protocol. Figure 3-1
shows the state transition diagram for the coherence protocol.
Barriers and Synchronization: While the interconnection network of the SCORPIO
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Figure 3-1: Cache coherence protocol for SCORPIO
processor supports global ordering, the cores themselves support only a weak consistency
model. Hence, the processor cores utilize an msync instruction for barrier synchroniza-
tion. These instructions need to be seen in global order by all cores in the system. Upon
receiving an msync request, the cores take appropriate action and respond with an ACK
to the original requester.
Memory Interface Controller: The memory interface controller is responsible for
interfacing with the memory controller IP from Cadence. It maintains one bit per cache
line contained in a directory cache, indicating if the memory is the owner of that cache
line or not. As it snoops requests in the network, it uses this information to determine if
it is required to respond or not.
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3.2 OMNI: Ordered Mesh Network Interconnect
The on-chip interconnection network used in the SCORPIO processor is referred to as
the Ordered Mesh Network Interconnect (OMNI). OMNI is a key enabler for SCOR-
PIO's coherence and consistency guarantees. OMNI provides for global ordering of co-
herence requests, which also enforces sequential consistency in the network. In addi-
tion, it supports different message classes and implements multiple virtual networks to
avoid protocol-level deadlocks. We describe the different virtual networks supported by
OMNI, and the characteristics of these virtual networks below.
1. Globally Ordered Request (GO-REQ): Messages on this virtual network are
globally ordered and broadcast to all nodes in the system. Coherence requests travel
on this virtual network, as do msync requests.
2. Point-to-point Ordered Request (P2P-REQ): This virtual network supports
point-to-point ordering of messages. Non-coherent requests to the memory con-
trollers are handled on this virtual network.
3. Unordered Response (UO-RESP): This virtual network supports unicast pack-
ets, and messages are unordered. Coherence responses and msync ACKs are sent on
this virtual network. The separation of the coherence and msync responses from
the corresponding requests prevents protocol-level deadlock.
Figure 3-2 is a schematic of the SCORPIO system with OMNI highlighted.
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Figure 3-2: SCORPIO processor schematic with OMNI highlighted
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OMNI: Design and Implementation
This chapter describes the design and implementation of the Ordered Mesh Network
Interconnect (OMNI) of the SCORPIO processor. Section 4.1 presents an overview of
the in-network global ordering scheme, highlighting some of the key characteristics of
the scheme. Section 4.2 describes how the above scheme is implemented in the network,
delving into the microarchitectural details of the router and network interface controller.
4.1 OMNI: Overview
It has been shown previously that snoopy protocols depend on the logical order and not
the physical time at which requests are processed [12, 38], i.e. the physical time at which
requests are received at the nodes are unimportant so long as the global order in which all
nodes observe requests remains the same. Traditionally, global ordering on interconnects
have relied on a centralized arbiter or a global ordering point. In such a scheme, all
messages are first sent to the ordering point, which then broadcasts the messages to the
rest of the system. The interconnection network needs to ensure that the order in which
messages leave the ordering point is the same as the order in which the nodes observe
the requests. However, as the number of nodes increases, such a mechanism introduces
greater indirection latency. Forwarding to a single ordering point also creates congestion
at the ordering point degrading network performance.
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Ordering Point
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Figure 4-1: Ordering Point vs OMNI
In OMNI, we remove the requirement of a central ordering point, and instead, en-
trust this responsibility to each individual node. Fundamentally, a decision on ordering
essentially involves deciding which node to service next. We allow all nodes in the sys-
tem to take this decision locally, but guarantee that the decision is consistent across all
the nodes. At synchronized time intervals - referred to as time window, all nodes in the
system perform a local decision on which nodes to service next, and in what order to service
these nodes. The mechanism for the same is as follows. Consider a system with N nodes
numbered from 1 through N - referred to as source ID (SID). The nodes are connected by
an interconnection network of a particular topology; we refer to this network as the main
network. All messages from a particular node are tagged with the SID. Now, for every
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message injected into the main network we construct a corresponding notification mes-
sage. This message essentially contains the SID, and indicates to any node that receives
this notification message, that it should expect a message from the corresponding source.
The notification message is sent to all nodes through a separate "fast" network (we clar-
ify what "fast" entails later) - we refer to this "fast" network as the notifcation network.
At the end of each synchronized time interval, we guarantee that all nodes have received
the same set of notification messages. For every node, this establishes the set of sources
they will service next. Every node performs a local decision on the order in which it
will service these sources - for example, the decision rule could be "increasing order of
source ID". Consequently, this fixes the global order for the actual messages in the sys-
tem. This global order is captured through a counter maintained at each node called the
expected source ID (ESID). Messages travel through the main network and are delivered to
all nodes in the system. However, they are processed by the network interface (NIC) at
every node in accordance to the global order.
Table 4.1: Terminology
Term
N
Main Network
Notification Network
Time Window
Source ID (SID)
Expected SID (ESID)
Processing a message
Meaning
Number of nodes in the system. For SCORPIO N= 36
6x6 mesh network supporting 3 virtual networks
All network messages are carried on this network
6x6 lightweight, contention-free mesh network
Carries notification messages, used for global ordering
Synchronized time intervals at which nodes in the system
take a decision on ordering of requests
Source of a message - typically the node number
Counter capturing the global order, indicates the
source of the next message to be processed
Dequeuing a received packet in accordance to global
order, followed by parsing of the packet
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4.1.1 Walkthrough example
We present a detailed walkthrough of OMNI here. For simplicity, the walkthrough ex-
ample considers a 16-tile CMP system. Each tile comprises a processor core with a private
Li cache, and a private L2 cache attached to a router. Two memory controllers on two
sides of the chip are connected to the routers as well. Cache coherence is maintained
between the L2 caches and the main memory. The routers are connected in a 4x4 packet-
switched mesh network, i.e. the main network is a 4x4 mesh. The "fast" notification
network, in this example, is a contention-free light-weight 4x4 mesh network (the details
of the implementation are presented later) We walkthrough how two requests M1 and
M2 are handled and ordered by OMNI.
Co---res i an 112inject Noiiain uaranteedt
C 1rinjects Ma notification N1, N2 respectively reach all nodes now
TIMELINE
IS I II
I,
Figure 4-2: Cores 11 and 1 inject M1 and M2 immediately into the main network. The
corresponding notifications N1 and N2 are injected into the notification network at the start
of the next time window
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1. Core 11's L2 cache miss triggers a request Write addr1 to be sent to its cache con-
troller, which leads to message M1 being injected into the network through the
NIC. The NIC takes a request from the cache controller and encapsulates it into
a single-flit packet and injects the packet into the attached router in the main net-
work. Corresponding to M1, notification message N1 is generated. However no-
tification messages are injected into the notification network only at the beginning
of every time window. Therefore notification message N1 is sent out at the start of
the next time window.
2. Similarly, Core 1's L2 cache miss triggers request Read addr2 to be sent to its cache
controller. This leads to message M2, being injected by the NIC into the main
network. The corresponding notification message N2 is generated, and injected at
the start of the next time window as shown in figure 4-2
3. Messages M1 and M2 make their way through the main network, and are delivered
to all nodes in the network. However, until the corresponding notifications are
received and processed by the nodes, these messages have not been assigned a global
order. Hence, they are held in the NIC or routers of the destination nodes.
4. At the same time, notifications N1 and N2 make their way through the "fast" noti-
fication network, and are delivered to all the nodes in the network.
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TIMELINE
notification process message s
Figure 4-3: All nodes agree on the order of the messages viz. M2 followed by M1. Nodes that
have received M2 promptly process it, others wait for M2 to arrive and hold M1
5. At the end of the time-window, we guarantee that all nodes have received any noti-
fications sent during this time window from any node; in this case N1 and N2 have
been received by all nodes in the system. At this instant, all nodes know that they
need to process messages from nodes 1 and 11. They take a local decision on how
to order these messages. In this case, the rule is "increasing order of SID". Thus all
nodes agree to process M2 (from node 1) before M 1 (from node 11).
6. If a node has already received M2 then it may process the message M2 immediately,
and subsequently if it has received M 1it may process that too. If a node has received
neither M 1 nor M2, then it waits for M2. If a node has received only M 1, then it
holds the same in the NIC (or the router, depending on availability of buffers) and
waits for M2 to arrive. The mechanism for the same is as follows. Each NIC main-
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Figure 4-4: All nodes process the messages in the correct order. The relevant nodes respond
appropriately to the messages
tains an expected source ID (ESID) that represents the source of the next message it
must service. When a message arrives on the main network, the NIC performs a
check on its SID field. If it matches the ESID, then the message is processed; else it
is held in the buffers. Once the message with the SID equal to ESID is processed,
the ESID is updated to the next value.
7. Eventually, all the nodes receive M1 and M2 and process them in the agreed order,
namely, M2 followed by M1.
Figure 4-5 shows the complete timeline of events in the system.
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4.1.2 Characteristics of OMNI
The walkthrough example in the previous section described the operation of OMNI for a
mesh network. However the same scheme may be extended to other network topologies.
Here we present a few important general characteristics of OMNI.
1. Decoupling of message delivery from ordering: In traditional ordering-point-based
interconnection networks, the delivery of the message is tied to the ordering of the
message. The message is held up at the ordering node until it has been ordered.
In OMNI, we separate these two processes. The actual message may traverse the
network and reach its destination at any time. The ordering decisions are separate
from this process, and only affect when the NIC processes the messages. While
this idea of decoupling the two processes is not new [40], it is beneficial to explic-
itly identify this separation. We believe that such a decoupling allows for efficient
utilization of network resources, and is more scalable.
2. "Fast" notification network: In this work, we use a contention-free, lightweight'
mesh network as the notification network. However, the fundamental require-
ment of the notification network is the ability to bound the latency of messages.
Knowing the latency bound allows us to fix the length of the time window, which
in turn clarifies when nodes can send out notification messages and when nodes can
make ordering decisions. Further, a separate network is not a strict necessity to en-
force a latency bound. But as we demonstrate in section 4.2.2 it is easy to construct
a contention-free lightweight network, and provide latency bounds for any system
without any need for simulation.
3. Ordering rule: In the walkthrough example in section 4.1.1, we used the rule "in-
creasing order of SID" to order the messages. It is possible to define any rule that
is a function of the source IDs to order the messages2. In the current implemen-
'lightweight, in this case, refers to low power and low latency
2if we tag the notification with other information, apart from the SID, then it is possible to define
ordering rules using that information too; however it could come at increased implementation complexity
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tation of OMNI, we use the "increasing SID order" allied with a rotating priority
for nodes in each time window. Thus in the first time window, node 1 (node 16)
has the highest (lowest) priority, in the next time window node 2 (node 1) gets the
highest (lowest) priority, and so on. This ensures fairness in the system.
4. Notification network - ensuring forward progress: We note that it is possible to re-
move the notification network, and simply require all nodes to periodically take a
consistent decision on ordering of messages. For example, every node in the sys-
tem might decide on every time window that it will process messages in the order
1,2,... ,N. However, if node 1 does not inject any message for a long period of
time, then no requests from other nodes can be processed. By sending a notifi-
cation, we take a decision only on messages that are already in the network, thus
ensuring forward progress.
5. Point-to-point ordering: Since we are using the SID as the basis for ordering, it
is important to ensure point-to-point ordering for messages in the main network.
Otherwise, a later message from a given source may overtake an earlier message,
and may be incorrectly processed at a destination node. This requirement is only
for the message class that the requests travel in.
6. Deterministic routing requirement: Apart from point-to-point ordering, determin-
istic routing is required in the network to guarantee that messages with the same
SID do not take different routes. Therefore, in its current form, OMNI does not
permit adaptive routing. However adaptive routing may be used for other message
classes.
4.1.3 Deadlock avoidance
The OMNI network uses XY-routing algorithm which is deterministic and deadlock-
free. While the NIC prioritizes the packet with SID equal to ESID, that alone is insuf-
ficient to guarantee that this packet will make forward progress. A deadlock arises in
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on-chip networks when packets are stalled because they are unable to obtain a VC or a
buffer. Figure 4-6 shows a scenario where packets with SID not equal to ESID hold onto
VCs/buffers at the NIC as well as intermediate routers. The NIC, however, is waiting
for the packet with SID equal to ESID (= 1), which is blocked at the intermediate router
because it is unable to obtain a VC/buffer. In such a scenario the system is deadlocked.
To address this problem, we reserve a virtual channel (VC) and a buffer at every router
and NIC, for the packet with SID equal to ESID. This ensures that the packet with ESID
always proceeds towards the target without starvation. Figure 4-6 shows how the reserved
VC (rVC) provides an "escape path" to the packet, thus guaranteeing deadlock freedom.
4.2 Implementation Details
4.2.1 Router Microarchitecture
Figure 4-7 shows the microarchitecture of the four-stage pipelined router for OMNI. We
first explain the broad tasks performed in each pipeline stage, and then explicate the
details in each stage.
In the first pipeline stage, the incoming flit gets buffered (BW), and simultaneously
arbitrates among other virtual channels (VCs) at its input port for access to the switch
(SA-I). In the second stage, the winners of SA-I at each input port arbitrate for using the
crossbar switch (SA-O), and simultaneously obtain a free VC (VA) at the next router if
available. In the third stage, the flits that won the switch allocation traverse the crossbar
(ST) and finally in the fourth stage, the flits coming out of the switch traverse the link
to the next router. The router implements single cycle multicasting - allowing flits to
be forked through multiple output ports in the same cycle - thus reducing serialization
delay.
To reduce traversal latency and buffer read/write power, we employ a lookahead (LA)
bypassing scheme [33, 32, 31, 52]. In this scheme, a lookahead containing control infor-
mation for a flit is sent one cycle prior to the arrival of the flit. The lookahead performs
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Figure 4-6: (a) NIC waiting for SID=1 cannot process the other flits. Flit with SID=1 is unable
to reach the NIC because of lack of VCs (b) Addition of reserved VC (rVC) ensures forward
progress
route-computation, and tries to pre-allocate the crossbar for the approaching flit. Looka-
heads are prioritized over buffered flits3 - they attempt to win SA-I, SA-O, obtain a free
VC at the next router, and setup the crossbar for the incoming flit, which then bypasses
3an exception is made for flits in the reserved VC, which is explained later
Router
vc
reserved
for SID=i
(b)
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Figure 4-7: Router microarchitecture
the buffer write and moves on to switch-traversal (ST) directly. Conflicts between looka-
heads from different input ports are resolved using a static priority. If a lookahead is
unable to setup the crossbar, or obtain a free VC at the next router, the incoming flit is
buffered and goes through the pipeline stages as in the conventional case. The lookaheads
carry information normally included in the header field - destination coordinates, input
VC ID and the switch requests - and hence do not impose any overhead. Figure 4-8 shows
the regular bypass pipeline and the LA based bypass pipeline. In the bypass pipeline, the
LA is sent one cycle in advance and performs LA route compute (LA-RC) and LA-CC
(LA conflict check). LA-RC determines the output ports that the flit requires at the next
router. LA-CC places a request for the output ports, and check if free VC/buffers are
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available at the next router. If a LA is killed, then the flit fall back to the regular non-
bypass pipeline. Finally, while the flit performs crossbar traversal (ST), the LA is sent to
the next router.
SA-1, SA-0: Switch Alloc-Inport/Outport
BW, BR: Buffer Write/Read
VA: Virtual Channel Allocation
ST: Switch (Crossbar) Traversal
LT: Link Traversal
NON-BYPASS PIPELINE
outer n e
ML LTE
LA: Lookahead
LA-RC: LA Route Compute
LA-CC: LA Conflict Check
LA-LT: LA Link Traversal
Flit Pipeline
Lookahead
Pipeline
BYPASS PIPELINE
Time
Figure 4-8: Regular and Bypass router pipelines
rVC transfer: As explained in section 4.1.3, we employ a reserved virtual channel (rVC)
to avoid deadlock in the network. The NIC at every node maintains an ESID which is
passed to the router. The rVC transfer logic performs two functions.
1. If an incoming flit has SID equal to ESID, then the rVC transfer logic determines
that it should get priority and shifts the flit to the reserved VC. This ensures that
the flit gets priority in both SA-I and SA-O.
2. The rVC transfer logic also tracks the SID of the flits that are already buffered in
other VCs. When the ESID in the NIC is updated, and if any flit in the buffer has
this SID, then it is moved into the rVC to ensure priority access to the switch.
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The VC state module maintains some important properties of the flits in the buffers such
as SID, VC ID and output port request. This allows for the control flow to proceed with-
out having to read from the buffer each cycle.
Point-to-point ordering: There are a few alternatives on how to implement point-
to-point ordering. In this implementation, we maintain the following property at each
input port to ensure point-to-point ordering of requests in the OREQ network.
Property P: No two flits at a particular input port of a router, or at the NIC input
queue have the same source ID (SID).
Claim: Property P, coupled with deterministic routing, guarantees point-to-point or-
dering of allflits between any source-destination pair in the network.
To see why this is true, consider a particular source-destination pair A - B. All
flits sent from A to B follow the same path, say, 1I= {A, r0, rl, * --, rn, B}, where r1's
represent the routers on the path. Let flit i be inserted by A at time t. (i E Z and
ti < tjVi < J).
Suppose i < j. Flit j may enter the local port of the router attached to the NIC
of source A, only after flit i has left the local port. Similarly flit j may be sent
to destination B by router rn, only after flit i has been processed at B. At any
intermediate router, flit j may be sent from router rk to router rk+1 only after flit
i has been forwarded from rk+l to rk+2 . Therefore it follows that flit i is processed
at destination B before flit j, for any i < j, i.e. ti < t. Hence the claim holds.
Property P is enforced as follows. For each output port, we maintain a table - referred
to as the SID tracker table - that tracks the SID of the flit in each VC at the next router.
Suppose a flit with SID = 5, wins the north port (N) during SA-O and is allotted VC 1 at
the next router in the north direction, then we add an entry in the table for the N port,
mapping (VC 1) -+ (SID = 5). At the next router, when the flit obtains all its output
ports, a credit signal is sent back to this router. At this point, we clear the entry in the
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table. In the intervening period, any flit with SID = 5 is prevented from placing a request
to the north port. In the Updated Switch Req block, we perform a check on the SIDs in
the next router in each direction requested by the flit, and if a match is found we disable
the request for that particular direction.
4.2.2 Notification Network
Notifications carry only one information with them, namely the SID. In OMNI, we
provide a contention-free notification network as follows. A notification message is es-
sentially a bit-vector of length N. When a core sends out a notification, it asserts the bit
corresponding to its SID in the vector. Notifications are broadcast through the network
in an XY fashion, similar to messages in the main network. In the event of a contention
for a particular port, the contending notifications are combined by performing a bit-wise
OR of the messages. The resulting message has the appropriate bits in the bit-vector
pulled high, preserving the information in the constituent messages. Each destination
node, may receive notifications combined or otherwise, at different points within a time
window. Once again, every time a new notification is received, the existing notification
is updated by performing a bitwise-OR. At the end of every time window, this bit-vector
is read and sent to the network interface controller for processing. In the current imple-
mentation of OMNI, we allow only one notification to be sent out per node every time
window, so that multiple notifications do not conflict with each other.
The notification network is a light-weight, contention-free network.
1. Bufferless: The notification network is bufferless. At each node, in the event of a
contention the contending messages are merged and forwarded. This property also
allows the notification network to have extremely low power overhead.
2. Single cycle per hop: Since there is no contention, notification messages traverse a
hop in a single cycle.
3. Latency bound: In OMNI, since all notification messages are injected at the start
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Figure 4-9: (a) Notifications may be
network (b) We aggregate incoming
combined using bitwise-OR, allowing for a contention-free
notifications through the time window. At the end of the
time window, it is read by the notification tracker.
of a time window, they are guaranteed to be delivered to all nodes in the system
in time T < Tound, where Tbound = (Number of X nodes + Number of Y nodes)
= 2N.
4.2.3 Network Interface Controller Microarchitecture
Figure 4-10 shows the microarchitecture of the OMNI network interface controller. The
network interface controller (NIC) provides an AMBA ACE interface to the L2 cache
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controllers. It accepts requests and encapsulates them into network packets and flits. It
determines the virtual network the packet must be sent out of and inserts into the ap-
propriate queue. For packets in the Globally Ordered Request virtual network, the NIC
handles sending out notifications at the beginning of time windows. It also participates in
maintaining point-to-point ordering of messages in the network. On the input side, the
NIC accepts and tracks notifications from various nodes through the notification tracker
module. It communicates the ESID to the arbitration unit, which ensures global order
for packets in the Globally Ordered Request virtual network. Finally, packets are parsed,
and appropriate information passed to the L2 cache controller through the AMBA ACE
interface.
Output Side Interface Input Side Interface
Notification naNotification
Mesg NotificationMesg
Network
(U>
tW
Credit Signals redit Signal
from Ro uter to Router Vrual Network >
Virtual Network i
~Virtual Network 2
Mai
-- ,1Mai Virtual Network 3
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Figure 4-10: Network Interface Controller microarchitecture
Notification Queue: The notification queue sends out a notification for every mes-
sage that has been injected into the main network. The notification is injected at the start
of every time window. In the current implementation, we allow only one notification to
be sent out every time window. As explained in the previous chapter, this is because the
cores in the SCORPIO processor can have at most two outstanding requests at any point
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in time. However, if required (say to handle more bursty traffic), it is possible to group
notifications and send them out in the same time window. Note that the restriction of
one notification per time window does not preclude sending out multiple messages in
the main network in a single time window. If multiple messages are sent out, then we
send out the corresponding notifications in the future time windows. This simply in-
volves maintaining a counter for the number of notifications that must be sent out. If the
counter is greater than zero at the start of the time window, then we send out a notifi-
cation and decrement the counter. If the counter reaches the maximum value, then we
throttle the messages being injected into the main network.
Notification Queue Operation
1: NullifCounter <- 0
2: if Message sent out on main network then
3: NotifCounter <- NotifCounter +1
4: end if -
5: if (Beginning of time window) AND (NotifCounter > 1) then
6: Send notification
7: Decrement NotifCounter
8: end if
9: if (Counter == MAX) then
10: Stall main network flits
11: end if
Notification Tracker: The notification tracker processes notifications received from dif-
ferent nodes. It is responsible for maintaining the ESID value which the arbiter then uses
to process messages in the Globally Ordered Request queue in the correct order. The noti-
fication tracker reads aggregated notification bit-vector from the notification network at
the end of every time window. The bit vector represents the set of nodes to service next,
and is referred to as a notification entry. A notification entry is taken up for processing
immediately, unless there are prior notification entries that still need to be processed, in
which case, the notification entry is entered into a notification entry store for future pro-
cessing. A notification entry is passed through a priority arbiter to determine the ESID
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- the highest priority bit in the bit vector is the ESID for this node. When a packet with
ESID is processed, the corresponding bit in the notification entry is de-asserted and the
priority arbiter determines the next ESID. When all the asserted bits in the notification
entry have been processed, a new notification entry from the notification entry store is
taken up for processing if available. Else, the notification tracker waits until the next time
window to obtain a new notification entry. The rotating priority is also updated at this
stage.
To Notification Queue Notification Entry
Store Full
Input Flit Processed,
Update ESID
From
Input
Queues
Figure 4-11: Notification Tracker Module
4.2.4 Few other implementation details
There are a several subtle issues involved in the implementation of OMNI. We present
few of them here.
Credit signaling for the reserved-VC: Credit signaling for the rVC presents two spe-
cific issues that need to be handled.
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1. We only have one set of credit-signaling links between routers. The rVC transfer
logic allows for a flit to be moved from a regular VC to a rVC. In such a scenario,
we need to signal to the previous router that the regular VC has been freed and the
rVC is now occupied. These signals cannot be sent in different cycles, since the
previous router takes a decision on VC allocation on a cycle-by-cycle basis. This is-
sue assumes greater importance in the context of the point-to-point ordering logic
in the network, which is fundamentally connected to the credit signaling mecha-
nism - credit signals indicate when a VC ID -+ SID map may be cleared in the SID
tracker table. Hence, we add an additional bit to the credit signal that indicates
when a move has occurred. If a credit is received, and the move bit is set high, then
it is implied that the rVC is now occupied. In addition, the SID originally in the
regular VC is now mapped to the rVC instead.
2. The single credit-signaling link throws up another issue. We could encounter a
scenario where a flit in VC A is moved to the rVC, and in the same cycle, a flit in a
different VC B could win access to all its output ports. Then, we have two virtual
channels (VC A and VC B) that become free in the same cycle, but it is not possible
to send a credit for both these VCs. While there are a few possible solutions to
this, it is important to be cognizant of this possibility and account for the same in
hardware. In the current implementation of OMNI, in such a scenario, the move
into the rVC is prioritized, and we kill the grant to exactly one port for VC B4 -
namely the grant to the local port. This is because, the possibility of a move to the
rVC suggests there is a higher priority flit in the input port. Hence we delay the
grant to the flit in VC B, prioritizing the flit in the rVC instead.
ESID and interactions with rVC: The interaction of the ESID with the rVC moves
and credit signaling, in the context of a latency-sensitive design, provides for interesting
4we only need to ensure that VC B does not win access to all the output ports; the flit may still traverse
other output ports it is granted
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corner cases that must be handled with care.
1. Neighboring routers ESID variation: A key characteristic of OMNI is that differ-
ent routers in the system can progress at different rates while processing messages
in the correct global order. As a result, two different nodes might have different
ESIDs. It is important to ensure that the reserved VC at a node is allocated to a
flit with the same SID as the ESID of that node. This is important because VC
allocation is typically done upstream at a different router. It is also possible to have
ESID sequences such as .--,7,6,7,. - .} - two different routers might have ESIDs
corresponding to the two different 7s. It is important to employ suitable checks to
ensure correct allocation of the rVC to prevent deadlock'.
2. Initialization of ESID and impact on rVC: On start-up, the ESID values in the
system are initialized to 0. However, depending on when the first packets of the
system are injected relative to the time window, 0 may not be the first packet in
the global ordering. It is possible that a flit with SID = 0 incorrectly occupies the
rVC and leads to a deadlock. Hence, we disable the rVC at all nodes during the
initialization phase. Once the first set of notifications have been received, the ESID
is set to a valid value and then the rVCs throughout the system are enabled. This
ensures correct and deadlock-free behavior.
Notification Entry Store Overflow: The notification entry store effectively holds the
decisions on global ordering at each individual node. Since different nodes may progress
at different rates, it is possible that the notification entry store at one node becomes full.
In this scenario, we must halt the notifications sent from any other node, until there
is space in the notification entry store. To effect this, the node in question, sends out
a STOP notification - this is simply one additional bit in the notification message bit-
vector. On receiving a STOP notification all nodes cease sending notifications i.e. the
sif we are not careful, the second 7 might occupy a rVC while the first 7 is being processed, and later
the ESID might change to 6 and flit 6 may be starved of resources causing deadlock
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Notification Queue module is throttled. Once the affected node makes progress, releas-
ing space in its notification entry store, it sends out a START notification to all nodes, at
which point, the network reverts back to normal operation. Here again, we note that this
does not preclude sending out messages on the main network. We point out that multiple
nodes may have full notification entry stores at the same time, and they would send out
STOP notifications at the respective time windows. However, they may make progress
at different rates, and therefore, one of the nodes might send out a START notification
even while other nodes still have a full notification entry store. Tracking the STOP and
START notifications for every node is tedious and expensive in hardware. Instead, we
require that nodes with a full notification entry store send STOP notifications every time
window until it makes forward progress, freeing up space in its notification entry store.
Since STOP notifications assume higher priority, they override any START notifications.
Also since all nodes are guaranteed to make forward progress, eventually atleast one of
the affected nodes sends out an effective START signal bringing the network back to nor-
mal operation. We note that by suitably sizing the notification entry store, this event
can be made sufficiently rare. Further, since the notification network is lightweight, this
mechanism does not impose any significant power overhead.
Point-to-point ordering for the P2P-REQ network: The P2P-REQ network handles
non-cacheable reads and writes which require point-to-point ordering. Since this traffic is
typically low load, we implement a simpler scheme to enforce point-to-point ordering of
requests in this virtual network. We employ a queueing arbiter for this virtual network
alone, which prioritizes earlier packets to later ones. Coupled with deterministic routing,
this scheme guarantees point-to-point ordering for requests on this virtual network.
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4.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter proposes an in-network distributed ordering scheme, to enable snoopy co-
herence on unordered interconnects. The network maintains global ordering by requir-
ing all nodes to agree on the ordering of messages in the network at synchronized time
intervals. The nodes reach this agreement through a local decision, based on notifica-
tions they receive about approaching network messages. By ensuring that all nodes see
the same set of notifications at these synchronized time intervals, and performing a con-
sistent local decision at each node, we guarantee global ordering of all messages. This
chapter describes how this scheme may be realized in a mesh interconnect called OMNI.
We present details on the router and network interface controller (NIC) microarchitec-
ture for OMNI, including subtle issues that arise in the implementation.
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Broadcasting of messages is a key characteristic of snoopy coherence. This is because
snoopy coherence does not maintain sharing information, as is done in a directory pro-
tocol. As we scale to a greater number of cores in the CMP era, broadcasting all snoop
requests may have substantial network bandwidth and power implications. The OMNI
router employs microarchitectural techniques such as single-cycle multicasting, and lookahead-
bypassing to minimize network latency in the presence of broadcast traffic. However,
there are architectural techniques that promise further savings.
In-network coherence filtering (INCF) [8] proposed to embed small coherence filters
at every router to dynamically track sharing patterns among various cores and filter away
redundant snoop requests', thus saving network bandwidth and power. In this chapter,
we explore how INCF may be adapted to OMNI and the microarchitectural changes
required to support the same.
5.1 Overview
There have been several snoop filtering proposals in literature [13, 41, 42, 44]. They all
involve tracking the cache lines shared at various caches, and filtering requests that will
1A redundant coherence request is one that reaches a destination core that does not share the cache line
being snooped, thus unnecessarily consuming resources
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definitely miss in a particular cache. Conventionally, information about cache coherence
is maintained on a per-block granularity. However on-chip storage is precious, and hence
prior works have proposed tracking of sharing information at a coarser granularity than
cache lines, using regions. A region is contiguous portion of memory addresses and each
physical cache line maps to exactly one region. It has been observed that if a cache line is
not shared among a set of cores, then there is a high probability that the region it belongs
to is also not shared among the same set of cores. Thus tracking information at the region
granularity suffices for the purposes of filtering.
FilterrTable Nrth
West
South
Figure 5-1: Conceptual image of router filtering away redundant snoop request
We maintain region-granularity filtering information at each router port through
filter-table structures. Specifically, the filter table tracks the regions that are not shared
by any of the cores that can be reached from that output port. The router filters away
requests to those regions along that particular direction, saving interconnect power and
bandwidth. The filter tables are populated as broadcast requests from nodes traverse the
network. A broadcast request from a particular port indicates that a core in that direc-
tion intends to share a particular region. Therefore, the router clears the entry for the
region in that direction in its filter table. When a remote cache does not share a par-
ticular region, it informs its local router. The router checks to see if an entry must be
added to the filter table and takes appropriate action. It then propagates this non-sharing
information to neighboring routers, which in-turn forward the non-sharing information
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to their neighbors in an appropriate manner. Thus, over a period of time non-sharing
information spreads through the network, and the network becomes rich with filtering
information. This allows subsequent requests to a region to be filtered away.
5.2 Implementation Details
5.2.1 Sharing and Non-Sharing Updates
Each cache controller implements a region tracker [53] that maintains information on
whether a region is being shared or not. When the cache encounters a cache miss and a
region miss, then a sharing update needs to be injected into the network. Similarly, when
a region is not being shared, a non-sharing update message is injected into the network.
Since these update messages do not have to be globally ordered, we reuse the Point-to-point
Ordered Request virtual network in OMNI to carry them.
Non-sharing updates are easy to handle. The cache controller injects a message indi-
cating that a particular region is not being shared. The NIC then encapsulates this mes-
sage into a single flit packet, and injects the same into the Point-to-point Ordered Request
virtual network. Non-sharing update messages are propagated through the network in
accordance with the pseudo-code shown below. The propagation of the update message
is tightly coupled to the routing algorithm, since it dictates which nodes are reachable
from a particular output port. Since OMNI uses XY routing for globally ordered request
messages, the update messages follow a YX route in the network. Each router on the
path, takes an appropriate decision as per the pseudo-code.
Sharing updates require careful handling. On a region miss, the cache controller sim-
ply injects a globally ordered miss request into the NIC along with a single bit indicating
that this request will trigger the sharing of a new region. In coherence protocols, be-
fore broadcasting a request into the network, the cache line goes into an intermediate
state and the core needs to observe all subsequent requests to this line. However the
update messages in the network are not instantaneous. This might lead to subsequent
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Non-Sharing Region Update
Require: If no router exists in a direction, set the corresponding port bit
1: if NIC, North, South and East port are set then
2: Notify West port
3: end if
4: if NIC, North, South and West port are set then
5: Notify East port
6: end if
7: if NIC and South port are set then
8: Notify North port
9: end if
10: if NIC and North port are set then
11: Notify South port
12: end if
Sharing Region Update
1: if NIC is set then
2: Notify all ports
3: end if
4: if South port is set then
5: Notify North, East and West ports
6: end if
7: if North port is set then
8: Notify South, East and West ports
9: end if
10: if East port is set then
11: Notify West port
12: end if
13: if West port is set then
14: Notify East port
15: end if
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requests from other cores being filtered away, which can lead to incoherence. In practice,
remote requests ordered before the core's own request can be ignored. This is because
the requesting core does not start owning/sharing a line until it sees its own request in
global order. We use this fact to stall the actual request until the sharing information has
been propagated to all nodes. In addition, the request needs to be ordered behind any
messages to the region that may potentially have been filtered in the intervening period.
We recognize that any messages in the network, are tied to corresponding notifications.
Therefore, ordering this request behind other requests in the network boils down to the
notification for this request reaching nodes after all the notifications tied to the messages
in the network.
When a request requires a sharing update, the NIC moves the request to a stall buffer
and injects a sharing update for the region into the network. It holds the request in
the stall buffer until it receives an acknowledgement that the update has been seen at all
nodes. Because of the YX routing path that sharing updates follow, we do not require
an acknowledgement from every node, rather an acknowledgement from the boundary
nodes along the east and west edges of the network suffice - we call these nodes as the
edge nodes. As the sharing updates propagate through the network, they update the filter
table in the routers. On reaching an edge node, the corresponding router triggers an
acknowledgement for the region and sends it to the source of the sharing update. To
prevent deadlock, the acknowledgement is sent on a separate virtual network - in OMNI
we reuse the Unordered Response virtual network, which supports unicasts.
Once the source node receives all the acknowledgements, we still need to guarantee
that the request is ordered behind any other requests in the network. As mentioned
before, this involves determining when to send out the notification for this request. We
use the fact that the notification queue at each node has a finite depth - say DNQ. Any
message in the network belongs to one of the following classes.
e The message has been ordered already by virtue of its notification being broadcast
and received by all nodes. Therefore, regardless of whether it was filtered or not, it
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has already been ordered.
e The second class of messages are those that are in their network, but their notifica-
tion is yet to be sent out, because the notification has been held at the notification
queue of their source. Such messages could potentially get filtered and the request
needs to be ordered behind such messages. This is guaranteed if the NIC waits for
DNQ time windows to send out the notification after receiving all the acknowledge-
ments. Once all the acknowledgements have been received, no more messages will
be filtered, and hence the relative order of those messages is irrelevant.
Thus, we enforce that a stalled request, upon receiving all sharing update acknowledge-
ments, wait for an additional DNQ time windows before its notification is injected. We
also choose to send out the actual request at this stage. Naturally, this process incurs a
latency penalty for this request. However, region requests are sufficiently rare that this
should affect performance negligibly.
5.2.2 Nullification Messages
While messages are filtered within the network, notifications for these messages are still
sent out to all nodes. Therefore, all nodes wait for the corresponding messages to arrive
to satisfy the global order. To ensure that this does not result in a deadlock or incorrect
behavior (a second request from the same source may be mistakenly processed if the first
request was filtered away), we send short nullification messages for every filtered mes-
sage. The nullification message is sent only on the ports that flit was filtered away, and
is constructed similar to a notification message - as bit-vectors - and sent through a sep-
arate contention-free lightweight network, referred to as the nullification network. The
nullification message cancels out a notification from the particular source. We describe
how this cancellation is effected in section 5.3. Nullification messages also follow the XY
routing protocol.
One issue with sending out nullification messages is that they may violate the point-
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Stalled Request Operation
1: Initialize: EXPECTEDACKS = 2/VN
2: Initialize: Okay_to_send= 0
3: Initialize: TIMETOWAIT = DNQ
4: Initialize: NUMTIMEWINS = 0
5: Initialize: NUMACKsRECVD = 0
6:
7: if ACK received then
8: NUMACKsRECVD = NUMACKsRECVD +1
9: end if
10:
11: if (NUMACKsRECVD < EXPECTEDACKS) then
12: Okaytosend = 0
13: else
14: Okaytosend= 1
15: end if
16:
17: if (Okay_to_send $ 0) then
18: while (NUM TIMEWINS < TIMETOWAIT) do
19: Stall Request
20: end while
21: if (NUM_TIMEWINS > TIMETOWAIT) then
22: Send Request
23: Reset NUMACKsRECVD, NUMTIMEWINS, Okay_tosend
24: end if
25: else
26: Stall Request
27: end if
28:
29: Always @ End of time window
30: NUMTIMEWINS = NUMTIMEWINS +1
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to-point ordering requirement in the main network. This might happen if a nullification
message overtakes a main network message with the same SID. Since nullification mes-
sages only carry the SID, if a nullification message overtakes a main network message
with the same SID, then it will cause incorrect updation of the ESID at destination nodes.
We need to disallow such overtaking, while also ensuring that the nullification is received
by the destinations. As nullifications traverse the network, at each router, we perform
a check to see if any buffered flits have the same SID as the nullification. If yes, then
the nullification is merged with the flit in the main network. Since this could happen
multiple times, we append a piggyback counter to every flit. Whenever a nullification is
merged, the piggyback counter is incremented. At the destination NIC, when the flit is
processed i.e. it has been ordered and is ready to be parsed and sent to the cache con-
trollers, we read out the piggyback counter. The next time the NIC ESID reaches this
value, we know that the corresponding flit has been filtered away. We update the ESID
and decrement the piggyback counter for the SID. We note that the number of bits re-
quired for the piggyback counter is small and bounded above by the maximum number
of hops a flit needs to traverse - namely, (Number of X nodes + Number of Y nodes)
=2/N.
5.3 Microarchitectural Changes
5.3.1 Router Microarchitecture
The microarchitecture of the filtering router is shown in figure 5-2. It employs the
same four-stage pipeline as the OMNI router, and includes single-cycle multicasting and
lookahead-bypassing.
Nullification Merge: This module tracks the SID of buffered flits in various VCs, and
compares them against incoming nullifications every cycle. In the event of a match, the
piggyback counter for the flit is incremented, and a mask is generated for the correspond-
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Figure 5-2: Router microarchitecture
ing bit in the nullification message.
Process Region Update: Sharing and non-sharing update messages are processed by
this module. It determines whether any change is required in the filter table. It also re-
turns the output ports the update message must be forwarded out of, in accordance to
the pseudo-code discussed in section 5.2. 1.
Filter Table: As the name indicates, this module maintains the filter table for each
output port. The filter table maps regions to non-sharing information along different
directions. We refer to each entry as afilter row - it is essentially a 5-bit vector with a 1 in-
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dicating that the region is not shared along that direction. The filter table need not store
filter rows for every region, rather it serves as a cache. Regions that have been queried
recently find a place in the cache, while older entries are swapped out. This saves precious
storage space and improves cycle time as well. Each input port queries the filter table ev-
ery cycle with a region, and the filter table responds with the filter row if it exists. Each
input port may also seek to update the filter table, in the event of a sharing or non-sharing
update message. The filter row returned by the filter table is used to filter away request
flits at the input port. If a flit is filtered along a particular direction, then a nullification
message is generated for that direction and sent into the nullification network.
5.3.2 Network Interface Controller Microarchitecture
5-3 shows the microarchitecture of the network interface
to the OMNI NIC, but has a few additional components.
Output Side Interface
controller. It is quite
Input Side Interface
(D
(D
Figure 5-3: Network Interface Controller microarchitecture
Stall Buffer: The stall buffer holds flits that require a sharing update. It gathers the
ACKs received for each stalled flit and holds the flit for the required number of time win-
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dows. It indicates to the arbiter and notification queue, when the flit and notification are
ready to be sent out. The input side interface of the NIC communicates with this module
whenever an ACK is received.
Nullification Tracker: The nullification tracker essentially maintains a counter for
each SID, tracking the number of nullifications received for that SID. If the ESID has
a non-zero nullification count, then the ESID may be safely updated to the next value
while decrementing the nullification count. We refer to the counters within the module
as nullification counters.
Piggyback Counters: The piggyback counters module reads the piggyback counters
in incoming flits. Once the flit wins the arbitration, the piggyback counter may be safely
added to the nullification counter.
Generate ACK: This module is present on the edge nodes, and generates an ACK for
sharing updates. It determines the route for the unicast flit depending on the SID of the
sharing update. It checks that there is sufficient space in the Unordered Response output
queue, and inserts the ACK.
5.3.3 Few other implementation details
As in the case of OMNI, filtering also presents subtle implementation issues, a few of
which are discussed here.
Updating filter table: Multiple input ports can try to update the same filter row in
the same cycle. This needs to be taken into account while updating the filter row. In the
simplest case, the different input ports attempt to update the same region. However since
the filter table only serves as a cache, we could have updates to different regions that map
to the same index in the cache. In such cases, we can only have one unique region in that
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line of the filter table. Here we resolve this case using a static priority among the input
ports. It is possible to use more refined rules such as favoring non-sharing information
over sharing information, since non-sharing information allows us to filter away requests.
However such scenarios are relatively rare even for small filter table caches. Hence we use
a simple fixed priority.
Filtering flits with piggybacked nullifications: Flits with piggybacked nullifications
are not filtered in the current implementation. This is because, the corresponding nulli-
fication message should indicate it is carrying two nullifications. While it is possible to
augment nullification messages with a counter, we disallow filtering of flits with piggy-
backed nullifications for simplicity.
Nullification counter, ESID and rVC: A nullification counter might trigger an ESID
update. However the ESID update may not happen instantaneously. This might be be-
cause the next notification has not yet been received, and so we do not know what the
next ESID value should be. However, this does not preclude having a main network mes-
sage with the same SID. It is important to disallow transfers to the rVC in the router in
the intervening period. The ESID valid signal used in OMNI, is revised to include this
check too. The router always checks the valid signal before initiating an rVC transfer.
Nullification tracker, piggyback counters and flits: In the input side interface, we
always give priority to the nullification tracker to trigger an ESID update. If a flit with
the SID equal to ESID is available in the input queues, and the nullification counter is
non-zero, then the nullification counter is the one that triggers the ESID update. What
this means is that the nullification was received before this flit, and hence it must update
the ESID and maintain the correct global order. The flit will be processed when the ESID
next comes around to the same value.
Now for incoming flits with piggybacked nullifications, the flit needs to be ordered
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first, and then the nullifications it is piggybacking. Hence we hold the piggybacked nulli-
fications in Piggyback counters until the flit is processed, and then update the counters in
the Nullification Tracker module.
A third scenario is when a nullification is received, followed by a flit with the same
SID, followed by more nullifications. In this case, the second set of nullifications should
be handled after the flit has been processed. Once again, the second set of nullifications
update the piggyback counters. In this scenario, first the nullification updates the ESID,
followed by the flit in the input queue. Then the piggyback counters update the counters
in the nullification tracker module. This ensures point-to-point ordering and in-turn cor-
rect global ordering.
Nullifications overtaking notifications: A seemingly benign question is when the
piggyback counters should update the counters in the nullification tracker module. It
appears that once the flit with corresponding SID has been processed, it would be safe to
update the nullification counters. However, while processing of a flit triggers an ESID
update, there may be delay in actually updating to the next ESID. For example, there
are no more notifications to process in notification tracker, and hence the next ESID is
not known. The issue here is that nullifications can overtake the notifications they were
intended to cancel - just as flits can arrive at destination nodes before their notification,
so too can nullifications. And just as flits are held in the input queues until they are ready
to be processed, so too should we hold nullifications in the event that the notification has
not arrived.
In the simple case, the nullification arrives before the notification and updates the
nullification counters. Only when the notification arrives do we trigger the ESID to be
updated to the corresponding SID. Then rather than the flit triggering the ESID update,
the nullification safely triggers the update.
With piggybacked counters, the nullification counters are not updated immediately
upon processing of the flit in the input queue. Instead, we wait for the ESID to be updated
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to the next value, and then update the nullification counters. If not, since the ESID stays
at the same value for multiple cycles, we may accidentally trigger additional ESID updates
and incorrectly decrement the nullification counters. This check may be performed using
the revised valid signal for the ESID.
5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter builds on prior work on in-network filtering, and describes how such fil-
tering mechanisms may be enabled in OMNI. We describe the changes to the network
microarchitecture, and also point out subtle implementation issues and how to tackle
them.
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The SCORPIO processor has been fabricated in a commercial 45 nm technology, and
includes a 6x6 mesh interconnect OMNI that connects the 36 cores and enables snoopy
coherence among them. This chapter presents architectural evaluations that demonstrate
the advantage of OMNI in comparison to other NoC implementations. This is followed
by a discussion on validation of the network RTL, and the performance characteristics
of the network. We then present the post-synthesis and layout results, and power charac-
teristics of OMNI. We also present analysis of the filtering optimizations on OMNI, and
the rationale for not including some of these optimizations in the SCORPIO prototype.
6.1 Full System Evaluations
We perform full-system simulations using Virtutech Simics [4] extended with the GEMS
toolset [39]. The GARNET [7] network model is used to capture detailed aspects of the
interconnection network. We simulate a 36-core CMP system. Each tile consists of an
in-order SPARC processor with 32 KB I&D caches. It also includes a 128 KB private L2
cache. We also model 2 memory controllers with DRAM access latency of 90 cycles. The
on-chip network is a 6x6 mesh with a detailed router-model that accurately captures our
implementation. We explore the design choices for the OMNI network in section 6.1.1,
and in section 6.1.2 we present runtime comparisons against other protocols. We run
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applications from the SPLASH-2 [3] and PARSEC [11] benchmark suites for our eval-
uations. SPLASH-2 is a suite of scientific multithreaded applications that has been used
in academic evaluations for the past two decades. PARSEC is a more recent benchmark
suite that focuses on emerging parallel workloads for shared memory multiprocessors.
We run the parallel portion of each workload to completion for each configuration. All
benchmarks are warmed up to avoid cold-start effects.
6.1.1 OMNI: Design Choices
Two important choices for the network are the channel width and the number of virtual
channels in each virtual network. The channel width impacts the throughput of the
network. More importantly, the channel width determines the number of flits in a multi-
flit packet, which affects the serialization and eventually the packet latency. The number
of VCs also affects the throughput and latency of the network, and consequently the run
time of applications. The two parameters can interact with each other and affect the final
choice. Figure 6-1 shows the variation in run time as the channel width and number of
VCs is varied. We choose a baseline configuration of 16 byte channel width and 4 VCs in
each virtual network, unless specified otherwise.
While a larger channel width offers better performance, it also incurs greater over-
heads - larger buffers, greater link power and larger router area. A channel width of 16
bytes which translates to 3 flits per packet for cache line responses on the UO-RESP vir-
tual network. A channel width of 8 bytes would require 5 flits per packet for cache line
responses, which degrades the run time for a few applications. Hence we pick 16 bytes as
the channel width. The normalized runtime to a 8 byte channel width network is shown
in figure 6-1(a).
Two virtual channels are insufficient for the GO-REQ virtual network which carries
the request messages. The request messages are broadcast traffic and require more VCs to
handle the load. In addition, we reserve one VC for deadlock avoidance. Hence low VC
configurations would degrade the runtime severely. Since there is negligible difference in
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runtime between 4 VCs and 6 VCs, we pick 4 VCs since it requires lesser resources in the
network. The runtimes shown in figure 6-1(b) are normalized with respect to 4 VCs per
virtual network and a channel width of 16 bytes.
For the UO-RESP virtual network, the number of VCs does not seem to impact the
run time greatly once the channel width has been fixed. UO-RESP packets are unicast
messages, and generally form a smaller chunk of the packets in comparison to the GO-
REQ broadcast requests. Hence 2 VCs is sufficient for this virtual network. Figure 6-1(c)
shows the normalized runtime with respect to a channel width of 8 bytes and 2 VCs in
the UO-RESP virtual network.
The P2P-REQ virtual network is also expected to have low load, carrying unicast
messages to the memory controller. We choose 2 VCs for the P2P-REQ virtual network
as well.
The time window for OMNI was fixed at 21K + 1. As detailed in section 4.2.2, the
smallest time window required for correct execution is 21K. Our implementation uses
an additional cycle due to latching requirements at the boundary.
Table 6.1: Network Parameters
Parameter Value
Channel Width 16 bytes
Number of GO-REQ VCs 4
Number of P2P-REQ VCs 2
Number of UO-RESP VCs 2
Time Window Size 13 cycles
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6.1.2 OMNI: Runtime comparisons
We compare OMNI against a baseline directory protocol and the AMD Hammer proto-
col. The directory protocol stores directory information in the form of a bit-vector to
track all sharers for a particular memory block. The directory also acts as a serializing
point for all requests. For private L2 configurations, it is difficult to accommodate the
entire directory on-chip. Hence we employ an on-chip directory cache, backed up by
the memory. Misses in the directory cache result in off-chip memory access with high
latency. The Hammer protocol is similar to snoopy protocols in that it broadcasts misses
to all nodes. It is designed to allow for implementation on unordered interconnects, by
provisioning a home node that serves as an ordering point for misses.
Table 6.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Processors 36 in-order 2-way SPARC cores
Li Caches Split I&D, 32 KB 4-way set associative,
1 cycle access time, 32-byte line
L2 Caches 128KB, 4-way, 10-cycle access time, 32-byte line
Memory 2 memory controllers,fully pipelined, 90 cycle DRAM latency
+ on-chip delay
On-chip network 6x6 2D Mesh, 16-byte links, 2-cycle router pipeline,
Directory Cache Size 256 KB
Table 6.2 summarizes the simulation parameters for the full system evaluations. Fig-
ure 6-2 presents the benchmark runtimes for all protocols normalized to the Hammer
protocol. OMNI consistently performs better than the directory protocol and Hammer,
with an average performance improvement of 36% over both protocols. This benefit is
largely due to the avoidance of ordering-point indirection in OMNI.
6.1.3 Filtering Evaluations
There are two primary design choices for incorporating filtering into the network viz.
region granularity and filter table size. The region granularity presents a tradeoff between
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Figure 6-2: Runtime comparison of OMNI compared to Hammer and directory protocols. OMNI
consistently performs better, reducing runtime by 36% on average
the number of sharers that can be tracked accurately vis-a-vis false sharing, and the area
and power consumed by the region tracker. Prior works [8] have shown that a region
sizes between 1KB and 4KB represent a good tradeoff between area overhead and sharing
information. We pick a region size of 4KB for the SCORPIO processor since it has a
lower overhead, and offers good filtering performance. We show architectural evaluations
with filter table size of 256 entries.
1. Ideal filter: An ideal filter is one that is able to filter away all redundant snoops.
2. Switch: We define a switch as the process of a flit being routed from an input port
to an output port. Thus, a flit that wants to broadcast out of four output ports, has
four switches at that router.
3. Redundant Switch: A redundant switch is one that eventually leads to a redun-
dant snoop. In other words, every NIC that the flit reaches following this switch,
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results in a redundant snoop. Filtering attempts to remove as many redundant
switches as possible.
4. Saved Switch: A redundant switch that does not need to be performed as a re-
sult of filtering is a saved switch. The fraction of saved switches is the ratio of the
total saved switches to the total number of redundant switches. With ideal filter-
ing information in the network, the fraction of saved switches will be 1. Without
network filtering, the fraction of saved switches will be 0.
Since in-network filtering relies on region trackers, we can use the same infrastructure
to provide destination filtering. We evaluate the efficacy of destination filtering and in-
network filtering below. Figure 6-3 shows the efficiency of the destination filter and the
network filters, as compared to an ideal filter. The efficiency of the destination filter is
directly related to the efficiency of the region tracker, and therefore affected by the region
size and number of entries. The efficiency of the network filters is bounded above by the
efficiency of the region tracker, and hence destination filtering. Figure 6-3 shows that the
destination filter's efficiency is about 50% as compared to an ideal filter. The network
filters achieve about 40% filtering efficiency as compared to the ideal filter, which is also
quite close to the destination filter's efficiency of 50%. However, the bottom graph in
figure 6-3 shows that the percentages of switching saved is only around 25%. This suggests
that the filtering of the flits happens very close to the destinations. In other words, the
propagation of filtering information is not very efficient. We analyze possible reasons for
this in section 6.2.3.
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6.2 Network Evaluations
The OMNI network was implemented using System Verilog. The implementation is pa-
rameterized offering flexibility in terms of number of nodes, channel width, number of
virtual networks, number of VCs, number of flits per packet and number of buffers. Each
of these parameters may be varied independently through parameters in a configuration
file. The final parameters for OMNI were set according to table 6.1.
11 4 5 8
Valid Flit VC Id Output Route
Type Port
2 4
MSHR Packet
Id Type Data/ (117 bits)
Address
Header
Payload
Figure 6-4: Structure of flit (numerical values in bits)
The network RTL was verified at different levels. We perform unit tests on the net-
work by injecting various synthetic traffic patterns - uniform random (all nodes equally
likely to send and receive), permutation (send to single destination), neighbor (send pack-
ets to neighbors) and broadcast traffic. We verify that all packets are received, and for the
GO-REQ virtual network, that all packets are received at all nodes in the same global
order. Following this, the network RTL was integrated with the rest of the SCORPIO
RTL design. We verified the functionality of the complete system at the RT-level, using
a regression test suite that exerts multiple aspects of the system design. A brief summary
of the regression tests is shown in table 6.3 - many of the tests rely on the correct func-
tionality of the network, including the ordering guarantees provided by OMNI. We also
implement hardware testers for the network, that allows us to inject and collect statistics
on traffic in the fabricated SCORPIO chip.
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Table 6.3: Regression test suite: These represent the broad categories of regression tests that
were used to verify the functionality of SCORPIO and OMNI
Test name Description
hello Performs basic load/store and arithmetic operations on non-
overlapped cacheable regions.
mem patterns Performs load/store operations for different data types on non-
overlapped cacheable regions.
configspace Performs load/store operations on non-cacheable regions.
flash-copy Loads data from the flash memory and stores them to the main
memory.
sync Uses flags and performs msync operation.
atom-smashers Uses spin locks, ticket locks and ticket barriers and performs oper-
ations on shared data structures.
ctt Performs a mixture of arithmetic, lock, load/store operations on
overlapped cacheable regions.
6.2.1 Performance
We evaluate the network RTL to determine the latency and throughput characteristics
of the implemented network. Figure 6-5 shows the latency statistics for the UO-RESP
network. We inject 1 flit UO-RESP packets in uniform random traffic to obtain the
latency curves. The low load latency is around 10 cycles, and the throughput of the
network improves as we increase the number of VCs. Since the target applications for the
SCORPIO chip (PARSEC, SPLASH-2) have low injection rates, and are unlikely to stress
the network, 2 VCs is sufficient for the UO-RESP network as shown in section 6.1.1.
The flattening of the latency curves is because of finite buffering at the network interface
controllers.
Figure 6-6 shows the latency curves for the P2P-REQ virtual network when injected
with uniform random traffic. Increasing the number of VCs has reduced benefit here.
This is because of the point-to-point ordering requirement on this virtual network. Our
implementation prioritizes the earlier flit to maintain point-to-point ordering in the P2P-
REQ virtual network. Thus later flits are blocked until earlier ones leave, even if they
have the necessary resources to proceed to the next router.
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Figure 6-6: Network Performance for P2P-REQ packets
The GO-REQ virtual network saturates quickly due to the broadcast nature of the
traffic on the virtual network. We can derive an upper bound on the throughput for
broadcast traffic as follows. We assume that all nodes inject packets at a constant injec-
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tion rate, and each node is equally likely to inject a packet in a given cycle. Because of the
global ordering requirement, the maximum rate at which a destination node can service
packets from a particular source node is 1/N - here we assume that on an average each
node receives a notification from every node every time window, and hence we have to
cycle through each node in the global order. This places an upper bound on the through-
put as 1/N = 0.027.
The low load latency of packets in the GO-REQ network was found to be around 30
cycles. We provide a rationale for this value. Suppose that a packet is injected at t = 0.
The average number of hops in a v x -N mesh [18] for a packet is VN/2 = 3. We
add two cycles for the transfers into the network interfaces at the source and destination
nodes, which brings the number upto 5 cycles. However a packet delivered to its destina-
tion may not be processed immediately. The destination node must receive the notifica-
tion and determine the global order for the packet. Once a packet has been injected, its
notification may be injected only at the start of the next time window. This notification
is then processed by all nodes at the end of the time window, and consequently the order
for the packet is fixed on average after T, + T.-/2 :: 19 cycles, where T., is the length
of the time window. We add T,,,/2 since the packet itself may be injected at any point
within the time window. On average, we may consider the packet to be injected in the
middle of the time window. Therefore, regardless of when the packet is received, the
earliest it may be taken up for processing is at max{5 cycles, 19 cycles} = 19 cycles. In
addition to this latency, the packet may be globally ordered behind packets from other
nodes. If we assume all nodes are injecting packets, then on average the packet may have
to wait an additional 18 cycles (we have 36 nodes in the system). Therefore, the latency
of the packet could be around 37 cycles. However, at low load not all nodes are likely to
be injecting at the same time. Hence we might observe smaller latencies. This is only a
rudimentary sketch, that seeks to highlight the possible contributors to packet latency.
Since the notification delay is a constant cost in OMNI, an interesting analysis would
be to determine when this delay becomes prohibitive in comparison to ordering point
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indirection as in the case of a directory node. It would also be of interest to study the
variance in the waiting time for packets once they are delivered to the destination nodes.
We differ these analysis to future work.
6.2.2 Operating Frequency, Area and Power
The OMNI router and network interface were synthesized, and placed-and-routed in a
commercial 45 nm technology. We also synthesized the network with filtering enabled
to evaluate the cost of adding filtering. Figure 6-7 shows the critical paths in the network.
The process of generating the SA-O request, performing the arbitration for the crossbar
and generating the grants for the input ports occupies a majority of the critical path in
both cases. Addition of filtering leads to a longer critical path due to the added delay
of updating and reading the filter table. The OMNI router and network interface were
synthesized, at 1 GHz, while the addition of filtering causes the operating frequency to
drop to 900 MHz.
The network interface and router together occupy an area of 0.16mm 2. Figure 6-8
shows the post-synthesis component wise breakdown of area for the network interface
and router. The buffers consume around 6 0% of the area. We also observe that the over-
head of the notification network is minimal (around 1%). With the addition of filtering,
the total area goes up by 20%, a majority of which is the area overhead of the filter table.
We evaluated the post-synthesis power of the network using Synopsys PrimePower.
We inject uniform random traffic through the network and pass the corresponding ac-
tivity traces to PrimePower. The average power of the network was between 80mW
and 100mW for various injection rates. Figure 6-9 shows the power breakdown for the
network. We observe that the buffer and VC state (in the router and NIC) combined ac-
count for close to 50% of the total network power. We also note that the VC state power
is quite comparable to the buffer power in the input ports of the router. This is because
the buffers in the network are clock-gated, while the registers in the VC-state are not.
Non-gated registers consume clocking power even when idle, leading to higher power.
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Figure 6-7: Post-synthesis critical paths for (a) OMNI (b) OMNI with filtering
6.2.3 Exclusion of filtering from SCORPIO prototype
In section 6.1.3 we observed that while network filtering is successful in filtering away
redundant snoops, most of the filtering happens close to the destinations. One reason
for this could be the inefficient propagation of filtering information in the network. On
receiving a non-sharing request, the router queries the filter table to determine if the
request must be propagated to its neighbors as per the pseudo-code in chapter 5. Now if
the LOCAL port is not set, or if there is no entry corresponding to the region in the filter
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Figure 6-9: Power breakdown for network components
table, then the non-sharing request is not propagated. Unless the region tracker populates
the router filter table appropriately by injecting non-sharing updates, it may lead to non-
sharing updates being dropped by intermediate routers. This restricts the propagation of
filtering information, and consequently the effectiveness of network filtering.
The SCORPIO chip places memory controllers on the north and south boundaries of
the chip. The memory interface controller is connected to cores 3, 4, 33 and 34. Because
Chapter 6. Results and Evaluations
of the distribution of the addresses across the different memory controllers, it is difficult
to implement a region tracker for the memory controller. Therefore, we do not receive
any sharing or non-sharing updates from the memory controllers. Consequently, there
can be no filtering on any path leading up to the memory controller.
The addition of filtering also leads to a decrease in the operating frequency. In addi-
tion, a majority of the power consumption in our system is due to clock power. Further,
the network power is only a small fraction of the chip power budget (figure 6-10. For
these reasons, we felt filtering might have a negligible impact on the power and perfor-
mance of the system, and hence it was decided not to include the same in the SCORPIO
prototype.
6.3 SCORPIO Chip
Figure 6-10 shows the post-layout snapshot of the entire SCORPIO chip, with the tiles
and other components annotated. The OMNI router and network interface occupy
around 10% of the area of the tile. The entire chip was placed and routed with an op-
erating frequency of 833 MHz.
6.4 Chapter Summary
We laid out the design choices for OMNI and the rationale behind the same. We then
evaluated our in-network global ordering scheme as implemented in OMNI, and com-
pared the performance to other coherence protocol implementations. OMNI consis-
tently provides a performance benefit, with an average reduction of 36% in the runtime
of SPLASH-2 and PARSEC benchmarks. The OMNI network was implemented in Sys-
temVerilog, integrated with the rest of the SCORPIO design and functionally verified.
The post-synthesis area and power estimates show that the network occupies 10% of the
area and consumes around 14% of the power.
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Conclusions
The many-core CMP era presents a host of challenges to computer architects. Specifically,
scalable cache coherence is an important problem that needs to be addressed, in order to
sustain the performance growth predicted by Moore's Law, while providing a shared
memory abstraction. At the same time, packet-switched NoCs are rapidly becoming a
key enabling technology for CMPs. The increasing interaction between coherence mech-
anisms and communication substrates is an important consideration for future multicore
designs. This thesis has been aimed at leveraging the interconnection network to enable
scalable coherence for many-core CMPs. Specifically, it focused on realizable mechanisms
for in-network coherence.
7.1 Thesis Summary
We proposed a distributed in-network global ordering scheme that enables snoopy coher-
ence on unordered interconnects. We presented details on OMNI (Ordered Mesh Net-
work Interconnect), a realization of the proposed ordering scheme on a two-dimensional
mesh network-on-chip. We elucidated microarchitectural details of OMNI, highlight-
ing subtle implementation issues and techniques for handling the same. We also explored
mechanisms for enabling in-network filtering techniques in OMNI. OMNI-enabled snoopy
coherence was shown to be effective, providing 36% improvement in runtime in compar-
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ison to directory and Hammer protocols.
OMNI is an integral component of the SCORPIO processor - a 36-core multicore
processor prototype, supporting snoopy coherence, and implemented in a commercial
45nm technology. OMNI occupies around 10% of the area of the chip, while consuming
less than 100mW of power. The SCORPIO chip, including OMNI, was laid out at a
frequency of 833 MHz.
7.2 Future Work
The in-network global ordering scheme and the notification architecture proposed in
this thesis provide a mechanism to decouple message delivery from ordering. This also
opens up avenues for other architectures for the notification network, and other architec-
tures to enable distributed ordering in on-chip interconnection networks. The proposed
lightweight notification network, could find other utility, especially in transactions that
require a tight latency bound.
Another avenue for exploration is more efficient propagation of filtering informa-
tion in the network. An associated question is the efficacy of in-network filtering in the
context of efficient multicast support in the network routers.
We also await the return of the SCORPIO chip, to perform measurements, and to
correlate our simulation and pre-fabrication results against real silicon.
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